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Abstract: Indonesia has been using IRMS software to program national and provincial road
maintenance. The system uses traffic volume and road quality to determine the treatment.
l'he maintenance costs are combined with the benefits accrued frorn VOC and other savings
to obtain the economic feasibility. It assumes no budget constraint to implement fully the
maintenance program. The problem occurs since the country has a limited national budget, no
instrument to demonstrate the contribution of road investment to economic growth and to
justify the investment needs. To overcome the problem, a combination of a macro-micro
economic model is required. The study used INDORANI software to estimate the parameters
used for Computable General Equilibrium model. The software is employed to model the
impact of road sector investment under an unlimited and constrained national budget. The
result is iterated with the result of IRMS to produce five years road development program.

I. BACKGROUND

In many developing countries, road network is very essential in promoting country's
economic development. Indonesia, at the beginning of 1993 has 65,350-km national and
provincial roads and is expected to have an additional 10,000-km by the end of 1998. This
figure has made the country's growth in road length as the second fastest in the Asia and
Pacific region with 7.25V0 during 1985-1994. However the country's road density remains
low (0. l8l km/km2 in 1995, ranked l4'h among Asia-Pacific countries), showing the still
increasing demand in the road supply. The need is also enlarged with the fact that there is a
disparity of road quality between the Western part of Indonesia - which is relatively more
prosperous, and the Eastem part.

The demand for a reliable road network is immense since the industry and agriculture
production regard transport sector as their crucial factor that determines the end selling price
of their products. One of the tools to determine the importance of transport and road sector is
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by looking at the backward and it forward linkages. Backward linkage represents the ability

of a sector to absorb the output of other economic sectors to be used as input' In other words'

the magnitude of linkages j"*onrtrot", the contribution of transport and road sector to the

growth;f other sectorsl Forward linkage on the other hand, represents the ability of a sector

to stimulate the growth of other sectors.

Table l. Backward and Forward Li ofT and Road Sector

Yeor Sectur Buckward Forward

1980

1990

RoadConstruction 0.6226

Road Transport 0.4354
RoadConstruction 0.6135

Road 0.3852

0.0584
0.3368
0.0285
0.3884
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Figure I . Budget Allocation of Road Sector, 1979- I 998

In year 1980 the backward linkage of roacl construction sector is 0.6226 and its forward

lin[age is 0.0584. [t means that thi sector stimulates the development in other sectors which

their"output is used as input in road construction sector. Likewise is the road transport sector'

The linkage of road is generally decreasing, relative to other sectors, demonstrated by the

decrease Jf backward a-nd tbrward linkages of both road construction and road transport'

with such important role, it very essential that the government allocate suitable budget to

further develops the country's L.ono*y. For the last 20 years, the proportion of 1o{
construction sector is ranging between 45 - 687o from the transport sector budget and 5'6 -

l2.89%o from the national budget (see Figure l)'

The budget allocation should represent the role of road sector to contribute the development

of the national economy. With the current economic crisis, this question has become a

national issue. Each devllopment sector must be able to demonstrate its contribution to the

economy. The statistical analysis demonstrated that the transport sector, which should be

Source: IOTable 1980' 1990
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stimulating the economy or output of production, shows the decline during 1980-1990. It is
against the beliefs that as the economy develop; the role of transport sector becomes more
important. Such question becomes more important when we deal with the limited budget
available for the development.

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The study presented in this paper is adopting two strategies. First approach assumes that there
is no budget constraint to implement fully the maintenance and rehabilitation program. The
problem occurs since the country has a limited national budget to be allocated to all
development sectors. There has been also no instrument to demonstrate the contribution of
road sector investment to the national economic growth and thus makes it difficult to justify
the investment needs. To overcome the above problem, a combination of a macro economic
model and a micro model is required. This is treated as a second approach.

Economic Impacts

Economic Impacts

Figure 2. Modules Interaction

The Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) is a macro economic model of supply and

demand for all economic sectors. The study used INDORANI software to estimate the
parameters used in the CGE model. The software is employed to model the impact of road
sector investment under an unlimited as well as constrained national budget. The result is
then used as input for the already available software IRMS (Interurban Road Management
System). IRMS has been used by the Directorate General of Highways from early 90's.
However, the module is not able to estimate the needs of the road network, i.e. new roads. In
order to carry out assessment for the needs of road network, a category analysis method using

Cost Allocation

New Construction New Construction

Maintenance

Cost Allocation
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multi variate regression is employed. All of the methods are used iteratively as seen in Figure
2. The right loop demonstrates the approach with unlimited budget situation whereas the left
loop is the limited budget situation. The middle boxes show the model used in each process.

By running the model iteratively, one could see that macro and micro economic approach to

the road sector investment would converge and thus enable the model to demonstrate the
justification of investment. IRMS and multi variate analysis are carried out at provincial level
and the macro model is using the output of the aggregation of provincial budget to evaluate
its impacts at the national level. If the economic impacts of road investment have not met the
predetermined national target, the macro model will adjust the budget and redistributing them
to provincial budget. This provincial budget is the used as inputs for budget constrained
scenario.

2.I. Category Analysis with Multi Variate Regression

As stated above, this model is used to estimate the preferred quantity and quality of road
network in a particular province. It determines norrnative criteria for a province to perform in
its economic, social, geographic, and political context through defining its current road
quantity and quality. It then estimates future needs based on the changes of its context. This
requires the following assumptions:
a) The conditions and attributes of a road network contribute to the economic development

based on its characteristics and potentials,
b) A region having particular characteristics and potentials can be used a model by other

region, that is each region learns from other region's experience,
c) There is no budget constraint to achieve preferred road quantity and quality.

Regional characteristics are grouped into 4 categories. Road characteristics of a region are

measured in terms of its quantity and quality. The quantity of the road in a region may be

represented by its denJity, which can be mea.sured by road length/km2 or road
length/population. This is specifically relevant to Indonesian case where there is a quite
difference in the province areas and the population density. The road network quality of a
region is represented by the weighted average of the International Roughness Index (lRI).
Furthermore, it is also assumed that the road network characteristic is a function of economic
considerations, social conditions, geographic characteristics, and government policy
interventions. These factors will influence the road investment level of a region.
Consequently, it will create different road densities and qualities among regions. Economic
considerations are represented by the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) / area. It argues that the

level of regional income determines the level of public investment including road networks.
The number of people living in the region also characterizes the level of investment. The
population density, therefore, is taken as the explanatory variable representing social
indicators. Geographic conditions of a region are characterized by three variables, i.e.
productive forest area in the region, type of a region whether the region is an inland or a part
of islands, and the location of a region. These variables are indicating constraints of the road
development. The government policy interventions are considered to be an important factor.
The government has decided to develop growth poles in some regions where the govemment
expects to get economic benefits through trickle down and spread effects. The intervention
intensifies the investment level of public facilities in the regions. With such framework, the
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road network requirement will be formulated through the relation between road
variable and its predictors:

6l

network

Y r,n = 0or *0 r 1.21+By.Zz+.. . . . . . . . +Bn r.Zn+I r

Y2, = Be2+B r 2.22+822.22+. . . . . . . . . +$ nz.Zn+Z2
Y.n, = Fo.*0' 3 .Zt+lz"t.Zt+.. . . . . . . . +0nr.Zn+Ir

wirh
Y I : Ln (road density in

km/km2;
YZ : Ln (road density in

km/ I ,000inhabitants)
Y3 : Ln (weighted

average IRI )

Zl : Ln (GDP/area)m-l Zs
Z3 : Ln (Person/area)m- I

A : Ln (Percentageof Z6
productive forest)

Z7

B

(2.1)
(2.2)

(2.3)

: Inland (l) or island
(0)

: Growth pole (l) or
others (0)

: Eastern (l) or
Western Indonesia (0)

: constant

The equation indices are n (number of predictor variables) and m (years of observation. The
result of model calibration is as follows:

ANNA

0=t 0u, | 0<,t | 0<,t l
s0,os85' torama. 7t,9748,Constant
0,r306i 0rp3i, ,o,.yi!a;2i = coitaiia
-0.0779, -0,0955 O,0289,23 = Popularion densiry

: l.3p_29. -0, 1795: -0,0803,24 = Foresr/area

:8:!815, ! i,4088j -oi,,u tq,,a = iniana - iiianrr
3,ti8eot - ie;j.-4,4?j ,i..osnd;?i., cio*irr p"rc - others

2O.tUt2 31,4888 22,1804-Zi = Eait - wosr

The result of model calibration demonstrated that as the economy of the region grows, the
governmenl tends to expand its road network and/or to improve the road quality. Th" lo*".
the IRI value the better the quality of road network will be. The impact of population density
must be intelpreted carefully since it should be coupled with the impact oi income to obtain
sensible argument. If the population increase does not complemented by the increase in
income than the quantity of road network and road quality will decrease. It is also clearly
indicated that the development constraint represented by the tbrest area plays a major role in
the road development. In the one hand, as the forest area gets larger the road network tends
to be smaller and on the other hand, the road quality improves. The argument is that by a
certain level of investment, the road investment unit will be higher as the road length
decreases. Consequently, it will give a better quality of road network.

2.2. Interurban Road Management System

Interurban Road Management System or IRMS, is a standard tool and software for multi
years road program used by the Directorate General of Highways. Its features are similar with
the World'Bank's HDM III (or its newer version of HDM IV). Indonesia has long been using
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it, which is originally developed and used in western countries, for national and provincial

road maintenance and rehabiiitation program. The system basically uses traffic volume and

existing road quality, represented by IRI value, to determine the treatment for a particular

road selgment oi r."iior. The maintenance and rehabilitation costs are then combined with the

benefits accrued from Vehicle Operating Costs and other savings to obtain the economic

feasibility of the investment. It uses a threshold principle to determine and evaluate the

treatmeni required for a padcular road segment or link (See Figure 3)' Three available

treatments are routine maintenance/holding, periodic maintenance and betterment. If a road

receive a "holding" treatment, it means that the road has no budget allocated at a particular

year and thus foi that year, it receives a fund only to maintain its previous function and

quality.

l2 benerment
tRl

to
8

rcutine/periodic nraintcnance

3.5

l.o

2.5

rculine maintenance

AADT
rooo 3000

4.5

rood width

2OOOO Trallic volunre

Figure 3. IRMS Engineering Treatment criteria based on Mid Life Traffic

There are several issues related with the use of the software, among others are:

a) since it is a link based treatment, it fails to recognize the importance of a corridor of
passengers as well as goods distribution or a network

b) its accuracy is very much dependent upon the quality of data that are inputted to the

module
c) it can suggest treatment only for paved surface within a particular traffic volume;

unpaved t*tu." and road link/segment with traffic less and above the specified volume

are excluded (or should be excluded) from the calculation

2.3. Computable General Equilibrium

CGE model is a macro economic tool to model demand and supply in the economy. Its

principle is based upon the equilibrium of the capital and labor that are required to produce
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goods and services on the one hand and on the other hand, the macroeconomic components
that form the national economy. The components comprise from savings, investment,
govemment expenditure, export and import. The principle of the model can be described as

follows:
Y=S+l+G+(X-M)
Y = f(K,L)
aK+bL=S+I+G+(X-M)
S is savings, I represents investment and G is government spending. (X-M) is net export
whereas K and L represent capital and labor. In short term evaluation, K and L is assumed
constant, consumption is constant and the value of X and M are fixed. Therefore in an
equilibrium situation what will occur is the change of I and G. It means that if government
spending decreases then to maintain a constant Y, then there should be an increase in the
investment. In the long term, K and L are not constant. If S, X and M are assumed remain
unchanged, then investment will be determined by the change in K, L and G.

Figure 4. Interpretation of Simulation Result

Macro economic model used to test the impact of road investment is called INDORANI, an
adopted ORANI Australia model with adjustment to Indonesian economic structure.
INDORANI is designed to carry out a simulation in static-comparative manner. Its equations
and variables are interpreted implicitly according to the time frame. This principle can best be
described with the Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the relation between endogenous variable, i.e.
added value (V) and time (T). A is a level of added value at the base period and B is a level
of added value for a given macroeconomic treatment. The change (in Vo) in the added value
can be estimated by measuring the value of 100 (B-AyA. It is an indication on how the
economy will react if a treatment or a set of treatments is introduced. With such feature, the
model can be used to test and evaluate what would be the impacts of a certain investment to
the change in the national economy. It is also possible to investigate level of investment in a
particular sector for a given macroeconomic context, i.e. economic growth, inflation.

2,4, DevelopmentScenario

Despite the importance of regency roads and urban roads, the study consider only national
and provincial road network. There are two hypothetical situations assumed to occur. First is

(2.4)
(2.s)
(2.6)

C

:
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Changes
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the situation where the government has unlimited budget to be spent on road investment

including new construction, betterment and maintenance. The money is then used to estimate

the economic impacts of such investment. Second situation is when the government has a

limited budget available for road sector. A given macroeconomic condition will determine

the national budget as well as sector's budgets, including road sector budget. The estimated

road sector budget is the allocated according to the following priority: maintenance,

betterment and if there is still funds available, new construction. Under an unlimited budget,

it is assumed that all proposed new roads are constructed. With a limited budget it is assumed

that:
a) Short-term inflation is ranged from 17 and23clo and long term inflation is between 8 and

I lVo.

b) l2Vo reduction in the public spending
c) l57o reduction in real national budget
d) 35-4OVc reduction in export as a representation of the decrease in the world market for

Indonesian products, i.e. textile, estate crops and plywood
e) 85Vo reduction in import due to higher price of imported product and import cost.

In order to evaluate the impacts of investment, several macroeconomic indicators are devised

as follows:
a) Growth in GDP, consumption, investment and govemment spending

b) Competitiveness and Trade, represented by growth in export and import

c) Equity and distribution of the economic prosperity, growth in aggregate wages, growth in

the number of employment opportunity
d) Stability, represented by the currency depreciation and inflation

3. Results of an Unlimited Budget

3.1 Estimated Length of Road Network

In unlimited budget condition, all necessary investment is available according to what the

model suggested. New roads are constructed in accordance with the result of multi variate

regression, using tlture estimated economic, social, demographic and political scenario. The

calculation is based upon the assumption that the government must maintain or keep the

existing road network. In other word, if the calculation shows that the required future road

length is less than the existing length, the government has to be prepare to allocate funds to

maintain them. Table 2 demonstrated the result of the regression. One can see that in most

provinces, new roads are not necessary. In general, the existing road network can serve the

dynamics of the province. In some cases, they even have more roads than what are necessary

to support their development. This will of course increase the burden for maintenance road

maintenance. If the government does not maintain them, the value of the assets will decrease.

Some provinces like Lampung, West Sumatera, West Nusa Tenggara, and South Sulawesi

and Yogyakarta require new roads mainly because of their economic developments and

population growth. In some other provinces that need new roads like East Nusa Tenggara

want new roads because the existing road network was not able to support its regional

development.
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Table 2. Estimated of Road Network
PROVIl{CE

DI ACEH

NORTH SUMATERA

SUMATERA

EAST ]AWA

SOUTHEAST

3.2 Budget Needs for Maintenance, Betterment and New Construction

Cost for building new road is assumed Rp. 288 Mio/km and therefore require Rp. 590,221
Mio. Besides the construction cost, all new roads receive Rp. 75 Mio/km every three years
and Rp. 6 Mio/km-year. With unlimited budget, IRMS estimated that all roads received
preferred treatment. No holding cost is necessary. IRMS module suggested that routine and
periodic maintenance as well as betterment need the following investment:

Table 3. Summa nlimited
Types t999tzffn 204)t2001 200v2002 2U)2t2U)3 2003t2004 Tolal
Routine
Maintenance

229,t84 252,372 254,m2 257,387 346,250 I,339,265

Periodic
Maintenance

177,43t 2M,78s 126,966 I 48,590 206,525 t,0&,296

Betterment 1,7"t9.406 r.562.890 t,490,567 473986 698,473 6,m5,322
Total 2,386,02t 2,O20,M7 t.87 r.605 879,963 |,25t,248 8,408,883

Source: IRMS estimation with unlimited budget

Source: Results of multi variate regrcssion analysis
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Table 3 demonstrates that with unlimited budget, the money allocated for first up to third year

accounts for more thmt TOE| of the total budget. It means, most of the necessary budget is

allocated to improve the road quality u"coiding to the traffic level. The figure clearly

demonstrated that the largest part of yearly cost in the first three-year program is allocated to

betterment. The money ii.equireO to upgiade most road segment, whereas in the year 4 and

5, betterment is only necessary for particular road segments'

3.3 Economic Impacts of Road Investment

Under an unlimited budget, all road segments and links receive the required treatment

suggested by IRMS and tiere is also budget available for new road construction using multi

,uii-ut. regrission equations. No road t""iiu"t holding treatment, i'e' temporary budget for

maintainiig its condition until there is budget to improve it. The investment scenario is then

tested wiIh-INDORANUCGE model to examine its impact to the country's economy'

lndicators

Growth
o CDP
. Consumption
r Investment
o Cov. spending
Competitiveness
. Export
r Import
Equity
o Prosperity
o Wages
o Employment
Stability
o Depreciation
r Inflation

Short Term ktng Term

Pessimistic

-4.53 0.48

-16.96 -24.16

- 10.00 - 10.00

-t 1.67 -29.2'l

-24.514 0.97

-57.57 -85.98

-24.59 -35.67

-17.91 -24.26
-3.71 -6.14

10.03 9.23

17.00 23.00

4.51 3.82

3.39 -3.81

2.91 -3.66

-8.89 -4.41

7.21 4.46
-2.98 -14.49

4.9t -5.53

t2.s't -8.38

13.00 2.45

7.85 3 1.54

l r.28 8.05

Table 5. Impacts of Optimistic and Pessimistic Scenario to

Note: RC is Road Construction/Maintenance
LT is Land TransPort

Table 4. Macroeconomic Impacts of an Unlimited Road Budget

Road Construction and Land in an Unlimited Situation

No Indicator
Optimistic Pessinistic

Short Term Inns Term Short Term Term

RC LT RC LT RC LT RC LT

Output
Investment (exogenous)

-7.t0 -0.31

,16.76 -O.41

2.85 8.66

-5.03 14.01

t0.5-5 -0.42

24.88 -0.57

r.38 3.68

-5.63 I . l9
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Table 4 shows the impacts of unlimited budget investment to the national economy. For
examining the impacts an optimistic and pessimistic scenarios are adopted. Pessimistic
scenario is based upon worst macroeconomic condition and optimistic scenario will be
dependent upon the better macroeconomic condition. Impacts of the unlimited budget to road
construction and land transport sectors are shown in Table 5, where the investment level is set
as an exogenous variable, that is the investment is a variable that determine the results of
other variables, i.e. output of production and employment. From the table one can see that
with such macroeconomic context, the road sector will not be able to maintain its
entployment at the curent level. Land transport sector also receives similar consequences
although at the lower extent. Even in pessimistic scenario, in the long term, the sector will
survive. This is due to the result of higher competitiveness of Indonesian exported product. In
the long run, land transport will gain its positive growth.

4. Results of a Limited Budget

4.1 Investments Allocated to Road Sector

Weak economic growth in Southeast and East Asia yields negative impacts in short and long
term. Domestic demand will decrease which causes the reduction in investment and
consumption not only for Indonesia, but also for the whole region. In a limited budget
situation, it is assumed that the government will tbllow IMF scenario that would result in the
following results. Using controlled inflation, the decrease in government spending and the
decrease in the world market INDORANI estimates the other macroeconomic impacts and
budget-allocation for each province. In the short term, the economic condition shows a worst
situation. The economy will be in contraction; the competitiveness as well as the equity will
be decreased in a worst situation. In the long run however, it will increase although at the
marginal level.

Table 6. Macroeconomic Impacts of a Limited Road Budget

lndicanrs Short Term lnng Ternr

Pessinristic Pessintistic
Growth
o CDP
o Consumpti<ln
o Invcstmcnt
r Cov. spcnding
Competitivencss
. Exporl
o Import
Equity
o Prosperity
o Wages
. Employment
Stability
o Depreciation
o Inflation

-5.59
-24.54

-t 1.25

- t6.94

-34.02

-85.98

-35.59

-24.68
-5.83

t5.59
t7.00

-8.04

-26.53
-t2.65
-14.27

-40.76
-86.83

-38.46

- 18.38

- I t.00

12.03

23.00

3.87

3.lll
t.l4

-ti.70

6.34
-3.88

4.6t
-12.t6
t2.44

2.55
-3.86

-4.12
-4.47

4.20
- t4.58

-5.59
-8.38

r t.89

3 r.20
8.0s
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The impacts of the budget to road construction and land transport sector caused a slightly bad

i*pu",in the output of-production and becoming larger in the long run' With limited budget

on" "- 
easily sei that itre employment level will drop quite substantially' In the long run

however, it will increase the efhciency of the sector and increase the employment level'

The optimistic scenario showed that in short term, the budget available for road sector must

be decreased by 4.69Vo in the short period and increase by average of 3'897o in the long term'

with the lgg5llgg6 budget for ihysical work is Rp' 1,715,099 Mio and an assumed

lggltlggS budget for physlcal *ot't it Rp.2,075,270 Mio (a lovo yearly budget increase), it

is estimated 11.it tgggtziJp budget will be Rp. 1,977,940 Mio and 1999-2004 (long term)

budget will be Rp. I I ,65 1,939 Mio. This amount of money is then allocated to each province

base upon the construction sector's share in GDRP'

Table 7. Impacts of Optimistic and Pessimistic Scenario to

Road construction and Land Transport in a Limited Budget situation

IndicatorNo

Optimistic Pessimistic

Short Term Long, Term Short Term Term

RC LT RC LT RC LT RC LT

Output
Investrnent (endogenous)

-7;16 -O.40

-4.69 1.24

-28.49 -5.60

r.r9 5.73
3.89 7.45
r.59 14.01

10.45

-4.89
34.85

-0.50
0.84
-5J3

0.7t 2.28
3.78 4.01

0.95 5.39

Note: RC is Road Construction/Maintenance
LT is Land Transport

4.2 Maintenance and Betterment Program

Maintenance is the first priority of funds allocated to province. IRMS suggested the program

that can be summarized as follows:

Table 8. Limited
Tvpes t999t2000 2W0l200t 200lt2uJ2 2A)2t2003 2A]3l2(n4 Total

Routine
Maintenance

363,53 I 348,840 314,256 3 t3,81 I 368,3s9 1,728,798

Periodic
Maintenance

| 82,661 169.619 164,8 t4 2t5,158 207,O93 939,345

Betterment I,226,571 1,302,006 |,2'18,213 936,668 | , I 14,755 5,858,2 l3

Total t,'t12.763 1,820,4& |;t17,284 1,465,61'l 1,690,208 8,526355

Source: IRMS estimation with limited budget

The initial INDORANI simulation has a tendency to steadily increase the allocation of funds

but the IRMS estimated differently due to the mechanics within the module to allocate funds

to the most profitable links/segments.

4,3 Funds Availability for New Road Construction

Once the maintenance and betterment costs have been allocated, the remaining funds can then

be used to construct new roads. Not every roads proposed by multi variate analysis can be
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constructed due to the funds availability. Following table shows the roads that can be can be
constructed with the remaining available funds.
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Table 9. New Road Construction with Limited Situation

PROVINCE

From the above table, one can see that each province can be categorized into 5 cases:

a) Case I, Provinces with no new roads and no budget that can be allocated (in neither short
nor long term). Those provinces are North sumatera, Lampung and Central Java.

b) Case II, Provinces with no new roads but they have extra bud-get that can be used. Those
provinces are Riau, Jambi, Bengkulu, west Java, Bali, Central Kalimantan, East
Kalimantan, North Sulawesi, Central Sulawesi, Southeast Sulawesi, Maluku and Irian
Jaya.

c) Case III. Provinces with proposed new roads but have no funds. No provincc falls into
this category.

d) Case IV. Provinces with proposed new roads but have fewer funds than required. Those
provinces are DI Aceh, west Sumatera, DI yogyakarta, west Nusa Tenggara, East Timor
and South Sulawesi. In those provinces, new roads are constructed according to the
available funds.

e) Case V' Provinces with proposed new roads and the available budget exceeds the
requirements' Those provinces are South Sumatera, East Java, East Nusa-Tenggara, West
Kalimantan and South Kalimantan.
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5.BudgetComparisonsbetweenUnlimitedandLimitedBudgetSituation

Having calculated the investment scenario with unlimited and limited budget scenario' it is

veryimportanttoinvestigu...t,"difference.inthebudgetpatternforeachapproach.Figure5
urO O tito* shows the difference between those two situations:

3000000 r Ljnlinited Budget
B Lirited Budget

1 999/2oOO 2000t20o1 2001 12002 20021200,3 200312004

Year

Figure 5. Comparison between unlimited and Limited Budget Situation (IRMS result)
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(a) East Nusa Tenggara (b) North Sumatera

Figure 6. provinciJtomparisons, unlimited and Limited Budget

Those figures show that the significant difference between unlimited and unlimited budget

allocation is in priority to invist in the first year. [n unlimited budget' the investment is

mainly used to improve the condition of roads that are previously received holding treatment'

Investment level is very high but it is compensated with a low maintenance in the fourth and
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fifth year. This is a very important aspect of budgeting policy. If the govemment is willing to
spend more on the first two or three years, than it can be proved that the money that should be
allocated at the following year could be reduced to a halfor less ofthe yearly budget. Routine
maintenance is after all a substantial factor in the road management. High cost of betterment
and rehabilitation is mainly due to poor maintenance. The limited budget situation shows that
when the required budget is not met than the burden to maintain the road condition is carried
over to the next year, but at the higher level because of the necessity to invest on holding
treatment or the continuing road deterioration. With limited budget situation, one can see that
the country will always spend more money than in an unlimited budget situation after three
years of investment.

The impacts of the model are also examined at provincial level as seen in Figure 6. The figure
shows that in unlimited budget situation, the investment needs for the first three years for
each province tend to be higher than the remaining period. It means that the investment will
be required to meet the engineering standard based upon the traffic level and preferred road
quality. If there are budget available, that such scenario will be an ideal situation. Comparing
the result of provincial allocation, one can see that each region behaves differently. In North
Sumatra for example, the budget is not available to meet treatment required. It means that the
budget difference (between the preferred and the available investment) will be carried over or
transferred to the following year. The amount transferred will be larger than previous year
because road deterioration continues to take place requiring extra budget to be allocated. This
is accumulated from year to year and creating an ever-increasing demand for budget. The
other example is East Nusa Tenggara Province where the required maintenance budgets is
lower than the budget available; even under contracted economy. It allows the province to
spend the budget for other purposes like capacity expansion or even new road construction as

suggested by multi variate analysis.

6. Concluding Remarks

The study has demonstrated that it is possible to justify the road development investment
needs using a combined microeconomic and macroeconomic model. It is also possible to
examine the macroeconomic and impacts of road investment during the current economic
crisis to road and land transport sector. Current budget allocation practice shows that the
government overlooked the long-term investment strategy since much lower investment
needs will be needed if maintenance costs for the first two-year can be fully covered. On the
other hand the macroeconomic model will allocate the national budget according to the most
economically efficient sector to meet the predetermined growth.

Further study and research must be directed to response the following issues:
a) Integration of a corridor based investment strategy. The study has not been able to

identify the investment need for regency and municipality roads although in practice they
are often the bottle necks in the distribution system

b) The assumption that the current economic system operate in perfect equilibrium. In
developing countries the equilibrium may not exist and some distortion occur. Therefore
the model should be refined to reflect the current state of the market.
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c)

d)

Danang PARIKESrI, Olly NOROJONO and Anggito ABIMAI'IYLJ

For new road investment, the study has not been able to identify the location of new roads

to be built. There is also no standard requirement of road density. It may vary according

to the characteristics ofthe region.

The model has not identified clearly the impact of the quality of maintenance works.

Since each project has different construction quality, it is important to recognize the

economic impacts of "good" and "bad" quality construction works'
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